
https://www.streetfriendshelpingthehomeless.com/volunteers-pathway-street-friends

Please read through.

Hi, you will find on the above link items 1 to 6, for induction of every volunteer. 

1.  Covid19 resources is  just  to  look  through and to  remind us  all  to keep abreast  of  current
restrictions. Such as volunteer group size including households and car share. Distancing applies.
If you have 2 metres social distancing in a well ventilated premises masks are optional. But due to
further additions, it is reminded that any closer contact requires masks. 

2.  Stigmatic  language  document,  brilliant  resource  to  read  through,  well  researched  and  put
together by SDF and contributors.

3. Drug Awareness, I am sure we all understand the need for this

4. E-learning quick SDF course with certificate, thorough and good for anyone and everyone.

The first 4 are for day 1 of starting volunteering up to week 1  .  

5. Basic CPR – within first month

6. E-Learning Basic Befriending, for brief chats (interviews) - how we can be kind, yet do things
correctly, certificate received – within first month

So this has been reduced to minimum's. Initial induction is done, online handbook policies all read,
with  online  registration  acknowledging  this.  I  would  say  depending  on  your  time this  can  be
completed within 3 or 4 hours in total, maybe less or more. 

Following that all trainee volunteers would then be volunteers.

Advisement of this is for our continuing to not just issue bags, but to use correct language and to
allow us to continue with ongoing support such as Aberdeen Cyrenians, Alcohol and Drugs Action,
Foyer,  SDF,  NHS,  ACVO, Police  Scotland along with countless more,  essentially  to do things
correctly. 

It  is  undeniable  that  we  have  a  dream team,  to  continue  our  officially  recognised  ACVO  tsi
constitution registered community group, we ask you to please do the induction, where relevant,
read few items, read through handbook, some quick online course (upload certs on pathway page
where relevant) and register online via the website. 

Street Logs menu button, has a password, when you start volunteering you will receive it.

On street logs, all volunteers just need to sign in before leaving home & sign out when back home.
Expenses can be added there by all volunteers. Team leads, Management assistants team and
Committee  can  all  add in  donations received there,  as well  as  adding in  attendees seen per
session.

From now on this can be standard procedure, eliminating any need for ongoing confusion of what
we need to do or should do.

Additionally there is a form to report any accident, incident, disciplinary, emergency – no matter
how small,  if  reported then it  is  then logged.  This takes responsibility  and liability  away from
volunteers by passing on to the committee, any volunteer at any level can submit a report.

The information has been supplied and advised by ACVO tsi, Scot.Gov, Police Scotland,
Alcohol & Drugs Action, Aberdeen Cyrenians, NHS, Scottish Drugs Forum and several other
professional  services.   This  is  keeping things to  a minimum, but  covering all  bases to
ensure your own safety and a commitment to the community our group serves.

We will not be able to access funding streams, receive grants, or access further training without
having covered the basics.   In turn we would not  pass our  yearly audit,  without  having a  full
account of all operations.

It  is  a requirement of  Street  Friends to provide all  volunteers with an induction,  which due to
covid19, is being covered online.  The logs stops a need for signing in and details being taken per
shift.  Once completed you then register online and you are officially a volunteer.



As we work with vulnerable people and sometimes children, we do need references, as well as
being complimented by team leaders and management, with PVG’s who supervise things.  But that
option is also available following induction, for ANYONE volunteering to apply for their own PVG
certificate at no charge.

The advantage is we can keep costs down, without a need for printing multiple handbooks.  We
enable  transparency,  should  there  ever  be  any  scrutiny  of  our  dedication,  or  delivery/use  of
donations.

Following inductions, no one is required to do further training.  Any emergency alerts or new risk
assessments would issue from website automatically to all members.

With the website being open to friends, donors and alternative approved groups they too will get
updates of what we are doing.  This reassurance enables more donations and further help.  Full
transparency.  With the polls being transferred on to the Website groups, no one is required to
provide anything other than their name, provided we have all their details secured for access by
Managing committee only.  Anyone can share numbers, emails, chat amongst themselves – but by
doing it this way it enables those who may not want their number known to others, or email, or
social media to still be involved.  It also keeps us inline with legislation such as ref: ’GDPR 2018’.
It prevents discrimination, as those not on social media, were previously unable to check polls etc,
again we are not permitted to force people to join any such medium to volunteer.  Same a we
cannot force them to have their photos taken.

It does not in any way stop social media posts, photos, requests and so forth.  I feel the Facebook
page is incredible, and get constant comments about the new Instagram too.  This is not taking
anything away from that, in fact it is the opposite.  As it means visitors to the website see social
media feeds, they have all links provided.  However if those 10,000+ social media members joined
street  friends as members officially  via the website,  alongside other  groups,  donors etc – this
directly effects what is known as our ‘reach’.  In short that number + all our volunteers + donors +
attendees is what we are then able to disclose, officially, as our overall membership.  As it is all
logged and securely stored, it is that figure, which is not invented; but true, accurate and provable.

Again this leads to being taken seriously, having a voice to enable change in society, ongoing
opportunity for  free training or  courses.   Continual  funding streams and sponsorships,  plus so
much more.

Already due to the efforts  so far  we  have secured the very rare ability  of  being able to offer
volunteers additional training and the issuing of Naloxone kits or Nyxoid kits, with a designated
supply. But this training can only be offered upon competition of the induction. You will see on the
page many other ideas for achieving bronze tier and so forth, you are in no way obligated to do any
further  training bar  the induction training.  Naloxone training,  and kit  issuing,  taking around 10
minutes, we are only able to offer, when the inductions are completed. This is open in the future to
all attendees and members of the website as well.

Approved by NHS/ ADA/ SDF, from official ADA peer Naloxone trainers. To put this in perspective,
is that you will learn all current changes for Covid 19 (such as how to do CPR without emergency
breath advice). Ongoing refreshers and updates will also be achieved.

Legalities – although you may choose to save someone by reversing an overdose, saving their life,
if you have not done the training, you ARE liable for being sued. Police were recently sued for
saving someone's life by doing a life saving insulin injection, as a result of that, they still will not do
naloxone or carry it. The final reason is with around 70 or so current, and growing numbers of
volunteers, being provided with uncapped supplies of both types kits, would cost us £2000 alone
for our current volunteers. This way it is not only done correctly, it is done to ensure you are safe,
plus as an ongoing option, can continue saving Street Friends Helping the Homeless. Aberdeen, a
lot of money.  But allowing us to show an ultimate kindness, of saving someone’s life.

I hope that is of benefit to you all, thank you for your continued support and kindness. 
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